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From: DONOTREPLY@caerphilly.gov.uk <DONOTREPLY@caerphilly.gov.uk>
Sent: 25 May 2021 12:15
To: WWW: Licensing <LICENSING@CAERPHILLY.GOV.UK>
Subject: Website Contact --- Licensing and permits
Name Lisa Davies
Email Address –

Reacted
Phone Number –

Redacted
Date Submitted 25/05/2021 12:13:43
Message I am objecting to the application for premises licence at 23 Shingrig road, Nelson,
CF464QN against the rules of both Public Safety and Prevention of public nuisance.
There is no parking outside this building currently for residents let alone customer's
there are yellow lines outside and to side of this building and this will only encourage
customers to park on the yellow lines and putting the safety of pedestrians at risk and
the risk of those trying to pull out of Donald Street. There is already numerous shops in
the village that you can purchase alcohol from and that's without the 11 public houses in
the village aswell. This will also encourage youngster to congregate outside and risk of
disturbance as you see up in the village outside the local shops which is a risk again ,
We should be encouraging the reduction of alcohol intake not promoting it and giving
licences out to more and more. Thanks

Dear whoever it may concern
Application to Licence Premises at 23 Shingrig Road, Nelson. CF464QN
I would like to object to the above request on the below two factors
 Public Safety
 Prevention of public nuisance
Public safety is at risk here with the very limited parking provisions for this building on the main
arterial route through Nelson. There are no provisions to support a shop being there. The limited
parking that is there have been taken up by residents this will cause absolute chaos for deliveries
and for customers trying to park. There are double yellow lines outside the building and to the side
of building on Donald street. This will encourage customers to just park anywhere there find a space
regardless of yellow lines and cause risk to pedestrians and cars. This is currently a main route
through Nelson due to the adjustment in Bwl Road so already seeing increased traffic throughout
the day and night.
Previously this premises were used as a child’s nursery pre Covid opened between the hours of 85pm when local residents where mostly in work, with Covid now and businesses and employees
working from home, residents do not use their cars as frequent.
There is also the issue with increase noise day or night with the volume of customers and especially
creating gatherings of youths as the opening hours are until 22:00hrs. There are already a number of
businesses of this type already within the village that are in the heart of the village or situated where
there is adequate parking facilities. We know already the chaos that is caused in the village outside
the Co-op and local news agents that customers will park on double yellow lines preventing
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residents getting through or causing accidents and incidents. It also attracts the gathering of youths
outside these premises which will bring disturbance to residents and litter.
Regards
L Davies
* Shingrig Road
Nelson. CF466EA

